MEDICAL EDUCATION JOURNAL CLUB WEBINAR
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 12:00 NOON - 1:00 PM
TOPIC: BUILD THE EVIDENCE FOR THE USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN HEALTHCARE EDUCATION
SPEAKER: MONICA SHETH, MD, DIVISION CHIEF OF BREAST IMAGING, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF RADIOLOGY, NYU WINTHROP HOSPITAL

REGISTER HERE

UPCOMING MEDICAL EDUCATION JOURNAL CLUBS 2021
Wednesday, January 20, 2021
Guest speaker, Elisabeth Schlegel, PhD, MBA, MS
Thursday, February 25, 2021
Guest Speaker, Judith Brenner, MD, Assessment/Program Evaluation

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (E R S D)
ENHANCE FOUNDATIONAL KNOWLEDGE OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
CME credit granted for complete program - 8
Category 1 AMA credits;
Synchronous Via Zoom with Camera on to participate full* (not a commuter session)
RSVP TO MELISSA AFFA, MAFFA@NORTHWELL.EDU

Thursday, November 5, 2020
Introduction to Qualitative Research Methods & Analysis
Alice Fornari, EdD

Thursday, November 19, 2020
“Step Back” Peer Consultation on Project Ideas
Alice Fornari, EdD

Tuesday, November 10, 2020
Program Evaluation in Medical Education
Elisabeth Schlegel, PhD, MBA, MS

Wednesday, December 2, 2020
Scholarly Writing: Anatomy of a paper: Reporting on educational research
Karen Friedman, MD

Questions? Alice Fornari, Afornari@northwell.edu

INVISIBLE PRISONS
Play written by Joy Snihur Wyatt Laking
13 impactful monologues based on true stories of domestic violence, each performed by a Performance followed by debrief/discussion and Q/A with Santhosh Paulus, MD, Leslie Rosenberg, LCSW, and Dana Kaplan, MD, FAAP
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 2020, 6 - 8 P.M.
VIA ZOOM
All are welcome to attend. Advance registration is required.

TO REGISTER:
HTTPS://MEDICINE.HOFSTRA.EDU/DOMESTICVIOLENCE
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR GME EDUCATORS: BRIDGE TO ONLINE LEARNING WITH GENERATION Y AND Z

CHOOSE ONE INTERACTIVE ZOOM SESSION

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2021 4PM - 6 PM

OR

THURSDAY, MARCH 4, 2021 7AM - 9 AM

Ethan D. Fried, MD,MS
Karen Friedman, MD, MS,
Cheryl Taurassi, MD,
Alice Fornari, EdD,
Elisabeth Schlegel, MSc, PhD, MBA, MS-HPPL

BLOG: ELEARNING BITES: EBITES

Emphasizing evidence-based, active online learning, eLearning Bites (eBites) finds and merges best practices in education with new learning technology. From tips to engage the audience to the application of online tools, eBites delivers quick, tasty faculty development bites to answer the most pressing questions about successful online education - and more.

HTTP://ELISABETH-FM-SCHLEGEL.WEEBLY.COM/ELEARNING-BITES